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ALL VEHICLES
When entering Grange Mill Quarry from a South West direction from the Hollybush crossroads you
MUST NOT straggle the double white lines and cross onto any part of the opposite carriageway to
enter the quarry concrete entrance apron.
ARTICULATED AND SMALL RIGID VEHICLES
If here is an obstruction preventing you from entering the quarry entrance apron to access the North
East entrance to the weighbridge; then you should enter the South West entrance and drive up the
slope past the car park and pedestrian area whilst keeping to the speed limit (10 MPH) and turn
around in the turning area provided.
When the North East entrance to the weighbridge is then clear you can drive down to access the
Weighbridge whilst taking due care and attention driving through the signposted and warning lights
of the pedestrian areas.
LARGE RIGID VEHICLES
It is advisable for large rigid vehicles when entering the quarry concrete apron if the Weighbridge
access to the North East is blocked to drive up the slope to the turning area and turn around and
drive down the slope when the Weighbridge is clear.
Large rigid vehicles entering the site from the direction of the Hollybush can perform a 3 point turn if
the concrete apron is clear, but must not reverse onto the carriageway prior to entering the North
East entrance to the Weighbridge.
Large Rigid vehicles loading from the top of the quarry aggregate area can drive down the slope
through the pedestrian area and parked cars on to the Weighbridge; then reverse off if they are
exiting towards the Hollybush. It is advisable that when the vehicle is to exit the quarry towards
Ashbourne that the vehicle approaches the Weighbridge from the plant and quarry stockpile route
and exit the quarry safely without straggling the double white lines.
GENERAL TRAFFIC GUIDANCE NOTES
For traffic guidance on site please refer to the Site Traffic Map document.
There are no restrictions on the type or size of vehicle the site can handle; though if in doubt please
contact the quarry at least 24 hours ahead of arrival on 01629 540334.
Goods can be collected or delivered on weekdays between the hours of 6am and 4pm unless by
prior arrangement with the management, and between 7am and 11am on Saturdays.
Grange Mill Quarry is accessible from both directions of the B5056. There is a low bridge (Height 14
feet) on the route traveling North East to the quarry on the B5056 from Ashbourne.
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After turning into the quarry concrete apron all drivers should report to the Weighbridge tare off
their vehicle at the North East entrance and to also complete induction procedure and receive
instructions for loading or unloading.
Where potential of risks are likely from a visiting haulier, arrangements will be made for a manager
to visit the site to assess in more detail the risks involved and agree precautions.
Agreements between hauliers either collecting or delivering goods maybe specific, and it is the duty
of the supplier or customer to ensure that if a third party is working on their behalf that they inform
them of the safety agreements for the site. Special agreements may be agreed by either telephone,
fax or email.
Any driver either collecting or delivering goods at the site should report any vehicle accidents,
incidents, near misses and other safety concerns to the management and complete a near miss/
incident report form available from the Managers Office and the Weighbridge Office.
All drivers are authorised to refuse or halt the loading or unloading of their vehicle on safety
grounds.
All palletised deliveries or collections will be unloaded by forklift truck or telehandler by a trained
operative. The maximum lifting capacity is 2.5 tonnes. The point of unloading or loading will be
designated by a member of staff. The site speed limit is 10 MPH.
First Aid boxes are located in the Transport Department, Weighbridge and Industrial Plant and
trained First Aiders are listed in the Induction Manual located in the Weighbridge Office. A
defibrillator is also located in the Weighbridge Office.
All vehicles which require sheeting should use the sheeting platform provided. When exiting the
vehicle all drivers should wear appropriate PPE including hard hat, hi-viz jacket or vest, safety boots
and when entering plants hearing protection. It is also advisable to wear safety glasses.
All deliveries of fuel, oil and ad-blue shall report to the weighbridge office and be directed to their
discharge point by the Quarry Supervisor or Transport foreman.
Explosives and Ammonium Nitrate deliveries shall report to the Explosives Supervisor at an agreed
delivery time.
All low loader deliveries and collections shall always be supervised by a member of management.
All movements of cranes and construction equipment on site will be organised to arrive and leave
site by prior arrangement with the contractor and will be directed by a member of the management
team to the designated working area.

